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1.4 Experimental Design

Does regular exercise prevent colds?
Compare the two following studies designed to find the relationship between daily
exercise and the prevalence of colds.
Study 1

Study 2

• Fifty subjects are randomly selected and
surveyed.
• Data is recorded for each subject on the
number of minutes of exercise that was
performed daily and the number of colds
contracted in the last year, based on the
subject’s recollection.

• A group of 50 study participants (possibly
volunteers) was randomly obtained.
• The participants were randomly assigned
to a treatment group (monitored exercise)
and a control group (no exercise program
implemented).
• After six months, the amount of exercise
and the number of colds was recorded for
each person.

Study 1

Study 2

Advantages:

Advantages:

Disadvantages:

Disadvantages:
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Observational Studies

An observational
study in which all
data is collected at
a single point in
time.

• To determine the relationship between daily walking
and cholesterol levels in the body, data is gathered at a
health clinic where patients receiving regular check-ups
are asked if they walk daily for exercise. Their answers
and cholesterol levels are recorded and compiled.

An observational
study in which data
is obtained from
past records.

• An industrial manufacturer compiled injury and
worker’s compensation information on 31,200
employees from the years 2000 to 2010 to research the
cost of back injuries to the company.

An observational
study in which data
is collected over a
lengthy period of
time.

• Standardized test scores are obtained of children that
attended a single elementary school from kindergarten
through 6th grade. The increase or decrease in spelling
scores is recorded for each student. The data is then
reviewed to determine if the spelling instruction is
adequate or needs improvement. An excellent example
can be found at
75 Years Later, Study Still Tracking Geniuses

Longitudinal study

Crosssectional
study

Examples

Retrosp
ective
study

Definition

http://www.nytimes.com/1995/03/07/science/75-yearslater-study-still-tracking-geniuses.html?pagewanted=all

Quasiexperimental
Study

Experimental Study

Experimental Studies

	
  

Definition

Examples

Researcher manipulates
one of the variables of a
statistical study of a
randomly assigned
group and tries to
determine how the
manipulation influences
other variables.

• To determine the relationship between daily
walking and cholesterol levels in the body,
research physicians at a health clinic divide 50
patients randomly into two groups, one receiving a
monitored walking program, 30 minutes daily for
six months, the other given no exercise
instructions. Their cholesterol levels were
measured before and after the trial.

A statistical study of an
intact (not randomly
assigned) group.

• This class is divided into two equal groups by
taking students with last names beginning with
A – L from the alphabetized roster, and the second
group using names beginning with
M – Z. The groups will receive the same
treatment and control programs as described
above.
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Statistical Study Variables

Confounding Variable

Independent (explanatory)
Variable

Dependent (outcome)
Variable

Definition

	
  

The variable that takes
on the resulting values
in a statistical study.

The variable that is
manipulated in an
experimental study. It
may cause or explain
the differences in the
dependent variable.

A third variable that
distorts the association
being studied between
two other variables,
because of a strong
relationship with both
of the other variables.

Examples

• In Study 1 and Study 2, the dependent variable
represents the degree of health observed in each
participant (Y = degree of participant’s health).
• Class example:

• In Study 2, the independent variable represents
the amount of exercise done by each participant (X
= number of minutes of exercise per session).
• Class example:

• In Study 1, some participants may be taking
health enhancing supplements.
• Some participants may work in an environment
in which they are exposed to high levels of
bacteria.
• Class example:
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Experimental Study Groups

Control
Group

Treatment
Group

Definition

Examples

In an experimental study, the treatment
is applied to a randomly chosen sample
of subjects from the population.

• In Study 2, the group given an
exercise program is the treatment
group.

In an experimental study, no treatment
or standard treatment only is applied to
the complement of the treatment group.

• In Study 2, the group given no
exercise program is the control
group.

To minimize the effect of confounding variables, the treatment group and control group
must be selected randomly from the population.
For example, if 10 people were being studied to determine if exercise prevents colds,
and 4 of them were taking health enhancing supplements, the results of the study
might show a significant correlation between exercise and cold prevention if all 4 of
them were in the treatment group.
However, if 2 of the participants taking supplements were placed in the treatment
group and the other 2 in the control group, then any difference between the incidents
of colds between the two groups would be attributable only to exercise.

Additional Vocabulary
• Placebo effect: research participants respond favorably, or show improvement even
though they receive only a pretense of treatment or an ineffective, placebo. When testing
the effectiveness of a new treatment, the placebo effect can cause erroneous data if
participants responds favorably to a treatment that is actually ineffective.
Providing a placebo to a control group in a study removes the possibility of erroneous
results due to the placebo effect in the treatment group. If significantly more participants
respond favorably in the treatment group than in the placebo group, the treatment can be
considered effective.
For more information, read
The Placebo Effect: Amazing and Real, by Harvard Medical School at
http://www.health.harvard.edu/blog/the-placebo-effect-amazing-and-real201511028544
Placebo-controlled study, by Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Placebo-controlled_study
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• Blinding: to reduce the placebo effect, participants do not know if they are receiving an
actual treatment or a placebo. In a double blind study, neither the participants nor the
researchers know who is receiving the placebos. Blinding and double-blinding can also
be used in taste test studies, witness identification of criminal suspects, animal studies,
physics studies, and in many other fields of study.
• Completely randomized design: subjects are assigned to groups randomly.
• Blocking: a division of treatment and control groups into matching blocks (such as
male and female) in order to minimize variability in results.
• Matched-pair design: Participants in a study are paired according to a particular
characteristic such as age, height, weight, or being twins and one from each pair is
assigned to the treatment group, while the other of the pair is assigned to control group.
• Replication: An experiment performed again in another location, or with a different
group of participants is a replication, or validation, of the experiment if the results are the
same.

Misuses of Statistics
• Samples: Small samples sizes (usually less than 30), convenience samples, and
participants that are volunteers only often produce results that are erroneous.
• Averages and other descriptive statistics: We will learn in chapter 2 of the difference
between the averages mean, median, mode, and midrange. Standard deviation and
standard error are also used to describe data. Descriptors can be misused to convey a
result that is not true.
• Representation of numerical results: “The budget is 3% greater this year than last”
sounds less astonishing than “the budget is $6,000,000 greater this year than last”, even
though the amounts may be equal.
• Detached statistics: Reporting statistics without any basis for comparison is misleading,
such as “This detergent has twice the cleaning power.”
• Implied connections: “Studies suggest…”, “may help…”, and “in some people…”, are
some phrases used to mislead readers in the reported results of a study.
• Misleading graphs: Graphs are used to give readers an easy visual interpretation of the
results of a study. Graphs that are mislabeled or drawn incorrectly can present results
erroneously.
• Faulty survey questions: Leading questions, questions that do not give mutually
exclusive choices, questions that fail to cover all possible choices, and questions that ask
more than one question at a time are some of the types of faulty questions. For example,
“How do you rate the career of the legendary Michael Jordan?” contains the leading word
“legendary”, leading participants to a possibly higher rating than if “legendary” was
removed from the question.
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• Falsification or fabrication of data: Researchers that ignore pre-existing conditions,
directly alter data, or enter fictitious data violates rules of ethics and bedrock principles of
scientific research. False statistical results can lead to potentially very serious
consequences, and hence a lack of faith in our scientific community.
Examples of recent misuses of statistics include:
Takata Corporation
For details, visit
Takata Faked Data a Year After Airbags Recalled,
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/24/business/takatafaked-test-data-a-year-after-airbag-recalls-report-says.html
Global Warming
Conflicting reports can be found regarding global warming, global cooling, or climate
change. Which study results will you believe? For details, visit
Global Climate Change Facts: The Truth, the Consensus, the Skeptics,
http://www.climatechangefacts.info/#Fact
Vaccines and Autism
Many parents have chosen to not vaccinate their children in recent years, causing a sharp
rise in the prevalence of childhood illnesses such as measles, mumps, whooping cough,
and chicken pox. Fear of the purported link between vaccines and autism have motivated
many parents for forego the time-honored ritual of vaccinating their children. Learn
more at
Vaccines and autism: a thorough review of the evidence,
https://thelogicofscience.com/2016/04/28/vaccines-and-autism-a-thorough-review-of-theevidence/
Flossing and Gum Disease
Dentists Say You Need to Floss, Science Says You Don’t,
http://www.forbes.com/sites/rosspomeroy/2013/10/17/dentists-say-you-need-to-flossscience-says-you-dont/#9b5817d77d5a
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Demonstration Problems

Practice Problems

Determine if an observational study or experimental
study was used.

Determine if an observational study or experimental
study was used.

1. (a) A researcher stood on a street corner and
recorded the number of pedestrians that were
walking and texting simultaneously.

1. (a) A student watched children at a
preschool through a two-way mirror to count
the number of times the children were helpful
to each other.

2. (a) One group of participants was given a
gluten free diet while the second was given a
diet that contained gluten.

2. (a) In a recent study, a treatment group was
given classical music to listen to while studying
while a control group was given a choice of
any music except for classical.

Identify the independent variable and the dependent
variable.

Identify the independent variable and the dependent
variable.

3. (a) Studies have shown sleep deprivation
significantly reduces student achievement.

3. (a) Taking Maalox after meals reduces acid
reflux.

Suggest some confounding variables that may
influence the study.

Suggest some confounding variables that may
influence the study.

4. (a) A study will be conducted to determine
the effects of pollution in the Sacramento
valley on the health of valley oak trees.

4. (a) A study will be conducted to determine
the effectiveness of praise and affection on
reducing dog aggressiveness.

Give a reason why the statement made might be
misleading.

Give a reason why the statement made might be
misleading.

5. (a) Take this vitamin when you first feel a
cold coming on. It will help you feel better
sooner.

5. (a) In a study of 12 toddlers, it was
concluded that 75% of toddlers fall asleep more
quickly with white noise.

Answers: 1. (b) Observational; 2. (b) Experimental; 3. (b) Independent: taking Maalox after a meal or not, Dependent: the
degree of the occurrence of acid reflux; 4. (b) A change in diet, change in environment, or change in disturbing noises could promote
or reduce aggression; 5. (b) The sample was too small
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